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„SOPOT“ LED CEILING LIGHT 
 
           

 
Model No. SOPOT_18W_LED_1440  Article:  6004000055 
               SOPOT_24W_LED_1920                 6004000056 
                   SOPOT_36W_LED_2880                 6004000057 

                    SOPOT_48W_LED_3840                6004000058 
 

EN                                                                        Instalation & Operating Instruction 

1. Designated Use 
- SOPOT LED panels are an indoor use luminaire, fixed straight to the ceiling  or wall. 
- Suitable for a wide range of locations: offices, living rooms, coridors, staircases, bars and restaurants etc. 

 

  
 

2. Basic Safety Instruction 
Danger of death through electric shock 

- Must only be installed by qualified electricians. 
- Conforms to the latest EC directives. 
- Designed for use in normal environments. 

***IMPORTANT*** 
Switch off the electricity at the fuse box by removing the relevant fuse or switching off the circuit breaker before 

proceeding with the installation 
3. Instalation Procedure: 

 
 

1.Switch off the power                                                   2.Fix the base with the screws to  3.Connect wires to the terminals 
                                                                                                                    the ceiling or wall                    

 

 

   

 

 

 

                                                  4.Attach the cover to the base                                                      5.Turn on the power 
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4. Luminaire control:                                                                                         5. Remote controller instruction         

The luminaire is controlled with the switch or the CMT Series IR 
remote controller 

1. Turn off luminaire with switch and then turn it on its color 
temperature (CCT) will change from 3000K to 4500K, then 
turn off and turn it on again, color temperature will change 
from 4500K to 6500K; 

2. Possible functions with the remote controller: 
 Turn ON/Turn OFF; 
 Increase or decrease the brightness of the luminaire; 
  Set the color temperature to 3000K, 4500K, 6500K; 
 Change CCT from 3000K to 6500K; 
 Night light function; 
 Lighting for 30 seconds and automatically turn off 

function;
                                                                                                                                Works with 2 AAA Batteries 

                                                                                                                                       
          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Technical specification 
Energy Efficiency 
Power Supply 
Power Factor 
Colour Temperature 
Colour Rendering Index 
Lumen Output Initial 
 
 
 
 
Lamp beam angle 
Environmental Protection 
EC Directives 
Warranty 

Class A+ 
220-240V      50Hz 
>0.90 
3000 – 6500 K 
>80 
SOPOT_18W_LED_1440 -  2700 lm max 
SOPOT_24W_LED_1920 -  3600 lm max 
SOPOT_36W_LED_2880 -  5400 lm max 
SOPOT_48W_LED_3840 -  6500 lm max 
 
120 degrees 
IP20  
Conforms to current EC Directives 
36 Months 


